FIRST OVER EVEREST
them in the twenty seconds' interval between the exposures
of the survey camera.
" Our previous experience had shown where we might
expect the great horizontal eddy on the windward side of die
South Peak, and our common sense led us to avoid entering it as
only harm would ensue from the tilt which must necessarily
be imparted to the vertical photographs.
"Meanwhile my own busy task kept me hard at work
indeed, panting for breath and racking my lungs to fill them
with oxygen. Every few seconds I was forced to get down to
the cockpit floor to supervise the fixed camera. Between this
I had to spring up, reload the trusty Williamson P. 14, uncap
the slide, set the shutter, select an object, steady the camera
solicitously against engine vibration, and release the lever.
Then quickly the slide had to be covered again, and placed
carefully in the cunningly devised slide box, with its spring lid.
"We had been forced to make these because of the intensive
powers of penetration which light seems to possess at these
altitudes.
"In our early trial flights I had found it creeping in around
the edges of dark slides and fogging the margins of the plates
in the most exasperating manner.
"The pilot handled the machine widi that hardihood and
surpassing accuracy which filled me now, as ever, with complete
confidence.
Soon we flew once again over the cliffs of the South Peak,
scarred with its huge triangular crags. We came close once more
to Everest, which had lost none of its entrancing beauty.
"The machine circled serenely, unmindful of the hurricane
blast to which the six-mile long 'plume' from Everest summit
bore witness. I photographed incessantly, striving always to
remember the gaps of the first flight and to make them good
for science.
	-"Now we were over the spurs of Everest, and now over
the peak of Makalu and the yet untrodden tangled ranges to
the south-east
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